ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

Techniques Companies Use to Perpetuate or Change Beliefs and Values
Dear Mr. Chairman:

In a series of reports on managing defense inventories, we have noted continuing operational problems. A consensus developed among the Department of Defense, your office, and us that, to fully correct the problems, the Department needs to change its inventory management culture so that more value and emphasis are given to economy and efficiency. In response to your request, we obtained views from experts in the private sector on the techniques they use in changing or perpetuating an "organizational culture." In follow-on work, we will be reporting on the Defense Department's efforts to change its inventory management culture.

"Organizational culture" may be defined as the underlying assumptions, beliefs, values, attitudes, and expectations shared by an organization's members. There is a consensus among organizational culture experts that an organization's beliefs and values affect the behavior of its members. The organizational culture concept was not widely written about until the early 1980s; however, long before that, the leaders of some organizations created and perpetuated beliefs and values to engender behavior they thought would result in organizational success. Although views about whether and how an organization can change its culture vary considerably, today, many organizations are actively trying to perpetuate some cultural values and change others to increase their chances for being competitive or effective.

We discussed organizational culture with five academics that have researched the subject and officials of nine large companies that had diverse, global interests and were concerned about inventory management. Although the companies may be perpetuating some values and changing others, of the nine, three—Federal Express, Johnson & Johnson, and 3M—have mostly been attempting to perpetuate their cultures, and six—AT&T, Corning, DuPont, Ford, IBM, and Motorola—have mostly been attempting to change their cultures.
According to several experts we spoke with, an organization's decision to change its culture is generally triggered by a specific event or situation. A change in the world situation, international competition, or a severe budget reduction are some events that could provide the impetus for an organizational culture change. For example, the oil shocks of the 1970s and the increase in international, particularly Japanese, competition spurred Ford's change in culture.

The experts generally agreed that a culture change is a long-term effort that takes at least 5 to 10 years to complete. Company officials believe that two key techniques are of prime importance to a successful culture change:

- Top management must be totally committed to the change in both words and actions.
- Organizations must provide training that promotes and develops skills related to their desired values and beliefs.

The nine companies indicated that effecting a successful culture change would require using a combination of many techniques—not just the two most important. Other techniques, of varying importance, include distributing a written statement of the desired values and beliefs to employees; creating a specific management style that reinforces the desired values and beliefs; offering rewards, incentives, and promotions to encourage behavior that reinforces these beliefs; holding company gatherings to discuss these beliefs; developing an organizational structure that is compatible with these beliefs; using systems, procedures, and processes to support organizational values; and using stories, legends, myths, and slogans to communicate these values and beliefs.

The experts noted that these techniques could be used to perpetuate as well as to change an organizational culture.

Appendix I provides a detailed description of the techniques discussed in this letter, and appendix II lists the academics with whom we discussed the organizational culture concept.
Importance of Techniques for Perpetuating or Changing Organizational Culture

Company officials we interviewed rated the techniques they use to change or perpetuate their organizational cultures by degree of importance (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Importance</th>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very great</td>
<td>Display top management commitment and support for values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train employees to convey and develop skills related to values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Develop a statement of values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communicate values and beliefs to employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use a management style compatible with values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offer rewards, incentives, and promotions to encourage behavior compatible with values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convey and support values and beliefs at organizational gatherings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make the organization's structure compatible with values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set up systems, procedures, and processes compatible with values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Replace or change responsibilities of employees who do not support desired values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use stories, legends, or myths to convey values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make heroes or heroines of exemplars of values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some</td>
<td>Recruit employees who possess or will readily accept values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use slogans to symbolize values and beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assign a manager or group primary responsibility for efforts to change or perpetuate culture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: DuPont based its responses on techniques used in its Materials, Logistics, and Services Division, which is at the forefront of its culture change. Motorola based its responses on its six sigma efforts to reduce defects in products and services to no more than 3.4 per million.

*Company officials' views of the importance of this technique varied markedly.*
The companies we visited use many of the techniques in table 1, though they sometimes differ on their degree of importance. AT&T and Ford also stressed the importance of creating an atmosphere of cooperation and partnership with unions in changing their cultures. Ford stressed creating an atmosphere of partnership with its suppliers and its automobile dealers as well. When the views of the six companies that have mostly been attempting to change their cultures are aggregated separately, the assigned degrees of importance differ from those presented in table 1 in the following ways:

- Replacing or changing organizational members' responsibilities become of great importance.
- Making the company's structure compatible with values and beliefs becomes of moderate importance.
- Assigning a manager or group responsibility for leading company efforts becomes of moderate importance.

Scope and Methodology

In gathering information for this report, we reviewed literature on the organizational culture concept and discussed the concept with five academics who have researched the subject. We discussed efforts to perpetuate or change cultures with officials of nine companies whose management attention to culture is prominent in recent literature, and we obtained examples of the companies' uses of the techniques described in table 1. The companies are not intended to represent a scientific sample of all companies that closely monitor their cultures.

Unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution of it until 30 days from its issue date. At that time, we will send copies of the report to other interested congressional committees and Members of Congress; the Secretaries of Defense, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force; the Director, Defense Logistics Agency; the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and the academics and company officials that commented on organizational culture. We will also make copies available to others on request.
Please contact me on (202) 275-8412 if you or your staff have any questions concerning this report. Major contributors to this report are listed in appendix III.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Donna M. Heivilin
Director, Logistics Issues
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Appendix I

Techniques That Are Important to Perpetuating or Changing an Organizational Culture

Several techniques used to perpetuate or change an organizational culture recurred in our review of academic literature and in discussions with academics and company officials. According to these sources, the techniques are useful in both perpetuating and changing a culture. Two techniques are often considered critical: top management support and training. Although these two techniques are, by consensus, the most important in making a successful culture change, company officials generally agreed that using just these two would not necessarily result in success. Rather, they are usually used in combination with other techniques, discussed in this appendix, which vary in importance and use depending on an organization's needs.

Top Management Support

When a company is motivated to change its culture, strong top management leadership and a display of commitment and support for desired beliefs and values are considered crucial to its success. Senior officials must articulate and live by organizational values and beliefs to demonstrate to employees that top management is committed to making permanent cultural changes and is not merely paying lip service to them.

Companies have used various means to explain new values and beliefs and to motivate acceptance and internalization of them. For example, top management officials often discuss the organizational values and beliefs in meetings, internal publications and television networks, and videotapes. They also implement employees' suggestions that support the organization's values and beliefs and reward them for their accomplishments.

To achieve success, top management needs to ensure that all facets of the organization—reward and promotion systems, the organizational structure and management style, training, communications, symbolism, and systems, procedures, and processes—reflect its values and beliefs.

Training

Training has been used as a very important tool for promoting and developing skills related to an organization's beliefs and values. Corning, for example, has made training the cornerstone of its efforts to change to a culture that places high value on quality. Its goal is to devote 5 percent of the work year to training. Corning has trained all its 26,000 employees in quality awareness and is now training its employees in communications, problem solving, statistics, interpersonal, group participation, and
management skills to enable them to work in the company's new total quality environment.

Ford also places a high value on training as a tool to instill in its employees its mission, values, and guiding principles. In training on technical, human relations, and management skills, for example, Ford includes discussions and examples emphasizing the importance of supporting its values and beliefs to achieve success.

A Statement of Values and Beliefs

According to company officials, articulating an organization's values and distributing a written statement of those values to employees is an important technique. When Ford began to change its culture about 10 years ago, it developed a written statement of its mission, values, and guiding principles. This statement was an important step in Ford's efforts to change because Ford believes that its culture must flow from and be compatible with its mission and that its employees must clearly understand what its mission is.

Johnson & Johnson has had a written statement of its beliefs and values, called "Our Credo," since the mid-1940s. Over the years, the company has used this credo to guide its business decisions. For example, when someone placed poison in several packages of one of the company's premier products, the company offered full rebates to customers and destroyed all of the product at a cost of $250 million, consistent with its credo, which states that "our first responsibility is to the doctors, nurses and patients, to mothers and fathers and all others who use our products and services." The company took this step against the advice of every major advertising company and one of the country's most respected business schools, which believed that the company's product market share would never be regained. The company proved them wrong, however, because it did later regain its market share for the product.

Communicating Desired Values and Beliefs

All of the techniques mentioned in this report relate to communicating information to organizational members about company values and beliefs. Some organizations also use newsletters, pamphlets, magazines, in-house television networks, and videotapes to communicate their values and beliefs. Federal Express, Ford, and IBM use their own television networks for this purpose. Johnson & Johnson uses its periodicals to communicate its values and beliefs, and every 2 years, it also administers a questionnaire to employees to measure their perception of the company's success in
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living up to its beliefs and values. The questionnaire is also considered an excellent means of communicating the company's values and beliefs to employees.

Management Style

Companies that are changing their culture often have to change their management style, sometimes drastically. When DuPont decided to change its culture to achieve continuous improvement through its people, it began changing from an authoritative to a participative management style. To make this change, DuPont has begun to delegate authority to its employees and allow them to participate in the decision-making process. For example, DuPont established problem discovery and problem solving teams that include organizational members from the highest to the lowest levels of the company. Because it is encouraging and empowering its employees to contribute fully to the company's continuous improvement, DuPont believes that it will be able to achieve its vision of becoming a "great global company through people."

In 1981, Motorola also began changing to a participative management style after it began to change its culture to emphasize quality. Although the company had been people-oriented for years, it began to encourage and empower its employees to suggest better ways to do the work and make decisions. Motorola believes that its employees are willing to risk suggesting improvements that increase efficiency because of its policy not to lay off employees with 10 or more years of service. The company believes that this change will help it to achieve its fundamental objective of providing total customer satisfaction through the reduction of defects in all its products and services to the very low rate of 3.4 per million.

To empower its employees in its cellular telephone business, Motorola made the following changes:

• Employees are now responsible for quality because inspectors were removed.
• Employees can stop the production line when they see problems in the quality of the products.
• Work teams make decisions and select new team members when there are openings.
• Employees conduct reviews of their peers' performance and comment on supervisors' performance.
• Employees monitor their own attendance at work.
Rewards, Incentives, and Promotions

Some companies offer rewards, incentives, and promotions to employees whose behavior supports the desired organizational culture. They believe that these rewards encourage similar behavior in other employees and help to perpetuate or change the culture. For example, 3M's promotion system allows scientists and engineers to rise to high levels in the company without becoming managers. This system allows them time to conduct innovative research. The company also rewards employees who recommend improvements in processes or innovative ideas for new products.

Corning offers a variety of rewards to encourage desired behavior in its employees. In 1990, Corning established the annual "Houghton Quality Award" to reward divisions that exemplify total quality. The company also gives bonuses to production workers when a plant meets its goals and up to 10 percent bonuses for salaried employees based on corporate success. Each division receives 1 percent of its salaries for cash awards, which can amount to 8 percent of an employee's pay. In addition, to recognize exemplary contributions quickly, employees are given thank you cards and dinner for two at a restaurant.

Organizational Gatherings

Some companies use organizational gatherings to explain their values and beliefs to employees. For example, at an annual "quality milestone" event, Corning's chairman of the board addresses the employees on what quality means to the company, and several teams of workers give presentations about quality improvements they have made.

Ford and AT&T used what they call "cascade" meetings to convey and discuss their values and beliefs. The results of meetings at the highest level in the company are passed to employees at the organizational level directly below until employees at the lowest level of the organization have been informed. In this way, the companies are assured that all employees are familiar with their values and beliefs.

Organizational Structure

When developing a culture or considering a culture change, a company generally selects an organizational structure that will suit its desired culture. Federal Express has a more centralized structure than some companies because of its focused mission to provide "totally reliable, competitively superior global air-ground transportation of high priority goods and documents that require rapid, time-certain delivery." At the same time, Federal Express values and supports its employees and has
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limited its organizational structure to five layers between the lowest level employee and the chief executive officer.

IBM has reduced the number of layers in its organizational structure in support of its beliefs of respect for the individual, service to the customer, and excellence in execution. This structure change allows more employees to participate in decision-making and speeds the company's decision-making process.

Systems, Procedures, and Processes

Companies that are perpetuating or changing their cultures generally recognize that they must make their systems, procedures, and processes compatible with their values and beliefs. Motorola, for example, focuses on customer satisfaction by attempting to reduce mistakes in its products and at the same time do its work faster. Its objective is to provide customers "out-of-the-box" quality, on-time deliveries, and no early product failures. To achieve this goal, Motorola established a standard measure of quality by the number of defects found per unit. Each quarter, it reviews each division's level of quality in relation to its quality goals. If a division does not meet the goals, the reviews are done monthly; if the goals have still not been met, the reviews are done weekly.

Federal Express believes that customer satisfaction begins with employee satisfaction. Therefore, the company developed systems, procedures, and processes to show that it values its employees. Among these are a no-layoff policy, promotions from within, semiannual performance reviews to help employees identify training needs and improve their skills, a program in which employees may air perceived problems with higher-level management without fear of repercussion, and employee ratings of managers.

Staff Changes

When employees do not support a culture change or do not help to perpetuate the values and beliefs that a company believes are important, some companies replace employees or change their responsibilities. DuPont, for example, has provided generous incentives to employees that agree to retire early. It has also appealed to some employees' sense of duty in asking them to move from key management positions. DuPont values its employees, however, and in making these changes takes care to avoid disrespect and humiliation for the individual.
Federal Express also reassigns employees or changes their responsibilities when it determines that they are not suited for their positions. The company bases its determination on an annual survey questionnaire that indicates whether employees are satisfied with their managers. On the questionnaire, employees rate their managers, and if a manager receives a low score and does not improve, the company tries to find another position within the organization that more closely fits the person's skills. Because the company values its employees, it does not attach a stigma to such a change.

Some companies repeat success stories, legends, or myths to impress their values and beliefs on employees. Corning, for example, distributed to its quality improvement teams worldwide a notebook of stories on total quality successes. The company also includes stories related to the value of quality in its total quality digest and in company and division newspapers. One story exemplified the importance of viewing a product through the customer's eyes. On a tour through a customer's plant, Corning employees were shown samples of a chipped and cracked Corning product and a competitor's product that was in good condition. Corning was in danger of losing the customer's business because of the poor quality of the product. Corning's plant manager asked each plant employee for ideas to resolve the problem. Through teamwork, the problem was resolved and the customer was retained.

IBM also distributed a book of quality success stories. In one story, employees had reduced the building, testing, and delivery time for an airborne communications location system from 120 days to 45 days. Although IBM accomplished this task as a special effort to support the Army during Operation Desert Shield, many of the changes made to accomplish the reduction have since become standard procedures and have thus increased the timeliness of operations.

Finally, a famous story in Johnson & Johnson—a company that values innovation—is about the firing of James Burke, who later became the company's chairman of the board. Mr. Burke was fired by a former chairman, General Johnson, for making a mistake. The following day, General Johnson rehired Mr. Burke and publicly announced that what the company needed was people who made mistakes. The point was that if people do not risk making mistakes in their efforts to be creative, nothing innovative would ever happen.
Company Heroes and Heroines

Some officials believe that a good technique to encourage people to support a company's values and beliefs is to make heroes or heroines of exemplars of those values. Every quarter, each division at Corning singles out employees who exemplify the company's beliefs and values, particularly those related to quality. The division recognizes these employees' contributions in front of the other divisional members to make their efforts well known. In addition, Corning includes in a quality milestone book pictures of team members who have presented quality improvement success stories at the annual "quality milestone" event. Thus, these employees become well known for their contributions throughout the organization.

At DuPont, the Vice President of the Materials, Logistics, and Services Division, which is leading the company's effort to change its culture, presents a quality leadership award to employees who have made important contributions to improving quality. DuPont believes that other employees will emulate the employees whose accomplishments have been recognized, rewarded, and publicized.

Hiring the Right People

Some companies attempt to recruit people who believe in or are willing to accept the organization's desired values and beliefs. The companies we visited, however, have not fully developed processes and procedures to ensure success at this effort. Corning is moving toward hiring people it believes will work well as team members and who are open and flexible by having Corning team members participate in the hiring process. Some parts of the company also test prospective employees to see if they will fit into the culture.

Although Federal Express does not try to determine if a prospective employee will fit into its culture in all respects, in the last 5 years, it has used tests to help predict whether an applicant will be successful at the work expected. The company looks for people with the particular skills needed to perform or to learn to perform a job.

Academics and literature have discussed communications in the hiring process as a means of modifying the attitudes of prospective employees. They note that it is important to communicate realistically the organization's current and desired beliefs and values and both positive and negative aspects of the job. They believe that this can help in attracting and retaining employees who share the organization's desired beliefs.
### Slogans

Some of the companies use slogans to symbolically communicate their desired values and beliefs. For example, 3M believes slogans it has used, like “People count at 3M,” “Innovation working for you,” and “What won’t they think of next,” have served as a means of communicating values and making employees proud of the company they work for.

### Assigning a Culture Manager

Some companies have assigned a person or group to facilitate their culture change efforts. For example, Corning has a manager of corporate quality and a quality council. Most have not, however, because company officials generally believe that many employees should be involved in their culture change or perpetuation efforts. They consequently rated assigning a culture manager as the least important of the techniques they use.
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